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All fairies are said to have originated
8 around the country you
in Ireland. All
will find fairies. If you would like a
fairy to come and live in your home,
there are
2 just two simple rules you
need to obey; you must love your fairy,
but most importantly you must believe
in your fairy. Once these two rules are
abided by, your fairy will stay with
you forever.
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At The K Club we have a number of
very busy fairies and if you look
carefully through our enchanted
gardens you will find lots of special
fairy doors which belong to our fairy
residents..
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They all have special jobs and we have
written a little bit of information on
each of them overleaf.
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Fairy Dust Maker

I

n order to collect teeth, this fairy must sit three exams
in Fairy School. It may seem like a very simple task to
me and you, but it is quite specialised and difficult to do
especially when a tooth is left under a sleeping human’s pillow.
Sometimes we forget that fairies are not just taking care of
us individually but that they must visit many humans each
night! Tooth fairies are extremely quick and strong and this allows them to
make many visits and carry many teeth throughout the night! Fairies love
shiny things, particularly things no one else seems to want, like old buttons,
charms and paperclips. They don’t however like human money. That is why
they like to give it away when they collect your teeth.
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very fairy community has a fairy dust maker. This
position is held by some of the wisest fairies in the
world! The fairies must study for 100 years in a special
school which teaches them how to source the ingredients
necessary to create the special dust! The elders make sure
that each family receives equal amounts of fairy dust so
that they can carry out their duties and grant the wishes of
humans all around the world!
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Treehouse Builder

he fairy carpenters are responsible for designing
and building all homes for fairies and pixies! You
can’t open your fairy’s door as the lock is enchanted with
fairy magic. Of course your fairy will have the key anyway,
but even if you had the key, you would not be able to
unlock the door. The lock can only be opened by a real
fairy. Humans must remember that if we try to open a fairy door or
attempt to remove it from where it has been placed, we will no longer be
helped by the fairies and our wishes will not be granted! A fairy’s home is
one of its most sacred places and we must respect them!
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Worry Stealer

S

ome fairies have a talent
for
hearing
wishes.
We are told it is like hearing
whispers in the wind to them.
They know exactly who a wish
has come from once they hear
it. Other very special fairies can also take your
worries away. These fairies use the energy that
are found in worries to send to the fairies who
grant wishes. This means a worry becomes a
wish with a little fairy magic!

The Tooth Fairy
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Head Elder

Dream Watcher & Wish Granter

F

& Story Teller

T

he wish recorder keeps track
of all the questions and wishes
asked by humans. These wishes are then written up
in a special book and one is read out each day for
the whole community. This helps all the fairies in
each area to hear what the humans need to help
them be happy! Humans must remember to keep
their wishes small so that the fairies can try their
best to make them all come through!
The Story teller makes sure that when all wishes are
granted they are also recorded so that the stories of
granted wishes can be told at fairy school and by
the elders at the secret meeting place in the main
fairy tree!
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he Head Elder is the leader of each
fairy community. They are fairy’s that
have worked in every job in the community
and are professors and teachers to the younger
fairies! The Head Elder selects which fairy’s
look after each human and always pick a
match with a similar personality. This is the highest honour
a fairy can receive!

airies are very good at blowing away bad dreams. This is one of the
main modules in Fairy School and they train very hard to master the
skill. Fairies watch your dreams at night. They play out like a movie on the
ceiling for your fairy to watch. This is one of the reasons why your fairy
knows so much about you. You generally dream about your day and all that happened,
therefore letting your fairy see what fun you had that day! Sometimes, as we all know, there
may be some bad dream breezes. Your fairy works very hard to blow them away. Most of
the time, he or she will be very successful, but there are also times when they might need a
little help. When that happens, The Fairy Force are called!
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Wish recorder

Wing Fixer

F

airies’ wings are
made of a special
material called Taffaria.
This ultra-strong, silky and
transparent material is clear
on first glance but actually has all 7 colours
of the rainbow in it. Red, purple, yellow,
pink, blue, green and orange. Each fairy’s
wings will have one slightly brighter colour
to match their personality. Just like humans,
fairies must take care of themselves. Each
fairy community has a wing repair shop
which helps all the fairies in the community
to stay quick and nimble so that they can
grant the wishes of humans and pass good
luck and magic all over the world! Some say
the wing fixer is most important job of all
fairies as only those with working wings can
grant the wishes of humans!

